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Abstract—The rapid development of internet technologies in
recent decades has imposed a heavy information burden on users.
The popularity of recommender systems has evolved to provide
suggestions and recommendations to the user for relevant
information from web according to their preferences. Most
recommender systems use collaborative-filtering or contentbased methods to predict new items of interest for users. While
both methods have their own advantages, individually they fail to
provide good recommendations in many situations. In this paper,
we propose a standard architectural framework Semantic
Enhanced Personalizer (SEP) which integrates three
recommendation techniques i.e., original, semantic and categorybased. This framework fulfills user-based and item-based
approach of recommendations. The original recommendation will
be based on contextual information and the ratings provided by
users explicitly, while, the semantic and category-based
recommendation will be based on various data mining techniques
such as, association rule mining, clustering and similarity
measures. This framework overcomes the problem of cold-start
and sparsity.
Keywords- Recommender system; Data mining; similarity;
ratings; SEP

I.

INTRODUCTION

The explosive growth and variety of information available on
the Web and the rapid introduction of new e-business services
(buying products, product comparison, auction, etc.)
frequently create the confusion in the mind of users.
Therefore, Recommender Systems (RSs) are those software
tools and techniques which gives the suggestions for items to
the user according to his/her preferences [1] [2] [3]. These
suggestions are related to various decision-making processes
such as what items to buy or what online news to read or what
music to listen. A RS normally focuses on a specific type of
item (e.g., CDs, or news, movies) and accordingly its design,
its graphical user interface, and the core recommendation
technique is used to generate the recommendations are all
customized to provide useful and effective suggestions for that
specific type of item. RSs are very useful for those individuals
who are lacking sufficient personal experience to evaluate the
number of alternative items available on website. For example,
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a book recommender system that assists users to select a book
to read. In the popular website such as Amazon.com, this site
employs a RS to personalize the online store for each customer
[4].
Recommender systems emerged as an independent research
area in the mid-1990s [5][6][7][8]. In recent years, the interest
in recommender systems has dramatically increased, as the
following facts indicate. Recommender systems play an
important role in such highly rated internet sites as
Amazon.com, YouTube, Netflix, Yahoo, Tripadvisor, Last.fm,
and IMDB. Moreover many media companies are now
developing and deploying RSs as part of the services they
provide to their subscribers. For example Netflix, the online
movie rental service awarded a million dollar prize to the team
that first succeeded in improving substantially the
performance of its recommender system [9].
In fact, there are various reasons as to why service providers
may want to use this technology. Firstly, RS increases the
number of items sold and it is also capable to sell an additional
set of items compared to those usually sold without any kind
of recommendation. Another major function of a RS is to sell
more diverse items. It means RS enable the user to select items
that might be hard to find without a precise recommendation.
For example, in a movie RS such as Netflix, the service
provider is interested in renting all the DVDs in the catalogue,
not just the most popular ones. This could be difficult without
a RS since the service provider cannot afford the risk of
advertising movies that are not likely to suit a particular user’s
taste. Therefore, a RS suggests or advertises unpopular movies
to the right users. The other function of RS is to increase the
user satisfaction.
A well designed RS can also improve the experience of the
user with the site or the application. The RSs are also capable
to increase the user-fidelity. A user should be loyal to a Web
site which, when visited, recognizes the old customer and
treats him as a valuable visitor. There are various types of
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recommendation techniques but six different classes of
recommendation techniques are describing here.
The first class of recommendation is content based
recommendation. In this approach, a set of documents are
analyzed on the basis of ratings given by the previous users.
User interests are based on the features of the objects rated by
that user [10]. The second class of recommendation is
collaborative-based
recommendation.
This
approach
recommends the items to active clusters with similar tastes of
items for other users liked in the past [11]. The similarity in
taste of two users is calculated based on the similarity in the
rating history of the users. Therefore, this approach is also
known as people-to-people correlation [12]. Collaborative
filtering is considered to be the most popular and widely
implemented technique in RS. The third class of
recommendation is demographic-based recommendation. In
this approach, system recommends items on the basis of
demographic profile of the user. These approaches are popular
in the marketing literature; there has been relatively little
proper RS research into demographic systems [13]. The next
approach
of
recommendation
is
knowledge-based
recommendation. In this approach, knowledge-based system
recommends the items based on specific domain knowledge.
Notable knowledge based recommender systems are casebased [14] [15].
The other class of recommendation is community-based
recommendation. In this approach, system recommends items,
based on preferences of user’s friends. It has been observed
that people tend to rely more on recommendations from their
friends rather than anonymous individuals [16][17][18]. This
observation generates a rising interest in community-based
systems or, as or as they usually referred to, social
recommender systems [19]. Another class is context-based
recommender system. The majority of existing approaches to
recommender systems focus on recommending the most
relevant items to individual users and do not take into
consideration any contextual information, such as time, place
and the company of other people (e.g., for watching movies or
dining out). It is also important to incorporate the contextual
information into the recommendation process in order to
recommend items to users under certain circumstances. For
example, a travel recommender system would provide a
vacation recommendation in the winter that can be very
different from the one in the summer. Therefore, accurate
prediction of consumer preferences depends upon the degree
to which the recommender system has incorporated the
relevant contextual information into a recommendation
method.
The other class of recommendation is hybrid recommender
systems. These RSs are based on the combination of the above
mentioned techniques. A hybrid system combining techniques
A and B tries to use the advantages of A to fix the
disadvantages of B.
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The basic outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2
describes the review of related researches, recommender
systems for various domains and new challenges of RSs.
Section 3 presents the analysis of various data mining
techniques used for RSs. Section 4 describes the components of
SEP framework for RS. Section 5 describes the algorithm for
recommendation. Section 6 presents the experimental
evaluation. Section-7 gives conclusion of the proposed
approach.
II.

RELATED REVIEW

There have been a lot of research works accomplished in area
of web-recommendation. In this section we will respectively
address the concept of recommender system and the types of
RS for various domains. Several recommender systems have
been developed so far according to different recommendation
techniques discussed above. These recommender systems are
related to various fields of applications, such as news, music,
e-commerce, movies, etc. Each domain presents different
problems that require different solutions. In the area of
content based Web recommenders, famous systems in
literature are Letizia, WebMate [20][21].
Letizia is a web-browser that tracks the user’s browsing
behavior and builds a personalized model consisting of
keywords related to the user’s interests. It uses implicit
feedback to infer the user’s preferences. For example,
bookmarking a page is interpreted as strong evidence for the
user’s interests in that page. In a similar way, another
approach for representing user interests is WebMate that keeps
track of user interests in different domains by learning a user
profile that consists of the keyword vectors that represents
positive training examples. A profile of n keyword vectors can
correctly represent up to n independent user interests.
The news filtering recommender systems are INFOrmer,
NewsDude [22][23]. NewsDude learns a short-term user
model based on TF-IDF (cosine similarity), and a long-term
model based on a naive Bayesian classifier by relying on an
initial training set of interesting news articles provided by the
user. INFOrmer uses a semantic network for representing both
user profiles and articles.
A variety of content-based recommender systems exist in
other application domains. LIBRA is a book recommender
that obtains the product description from the web pages of the
Amazon on-line digital store [24]. ReAgent is an intelligent
email agent that can learn actions such as filtering,
downloading to palmtops, forwarding email to voicemail, etc.
using automatic feature extraction [25]. Re:Agent users are
required only to place example messages in folders
corresponding to the desired actions. ReAgent learns the
concepts and decision policies from these folders. Citeseer
performs a scientific literature search using word information
and analyzing common citations in the papers [26].
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INTIMATE learns the user preferences from movie synopses
obtained from the Internet Movie Database (IMDB) and
recommends movies using text categorization techniques [27].
In the same way, Movies2GO learns user preferences from the
synopsis of movies rated by the user [28]. In the music
domain, the commonly used technique for providing
recommendations is collaborative filtering. The most
noticeable system using (manual) content-based descriptions
to recommend music is Pandora. The main problem of the
system is scalability, because the music annotation process is
entirely done manually. Conversely, FOAFing the music is
able to recommend, discover and explore music content, based
on user profiling via Friend of a Friend (FOAF) descriptions,
context-based information extracted from music related RSS
feeds, and content-based descriptions automatically extracted
from the audio itself [29]. SiteIF is a multilingual news
website that adopts a sense-based document representation in
order to build a model of the user interests [30]. ITR (Item
Recommender) provide the recommendations for items in
several domains (e.g., movies, music, books) on the basis of
descriptions of items e.g. plot summaries, reviews, short
abstracts) [31]. SEWeP (Semantic Enhancement for Web
Personalization) uses both the usage logs and the semantics of
a Web site’s content for web personalization [32].
Quickstep recommends on-line academic research papers, in
which item-profile matching is realized by computing a
correlation between the top three interesting topics in the user
profile and papers classified as belonging to those topics.
Foxtrot adds the features such as, profile visualization
interface and an email notification to extend the Quickstep
system [33].
A domain of recommendation is the set of items that the
recommender will operate over, but may also include the set
of aims or purposes that the recommender is intended to
support. We have identified six important characteristics of the
domain that an implementer should consider: heterogeneity,
risk, churn, interaction style, preference stability, and scrutiny.
A heterogeneous item space encompasses many items with
different characteristics and most importantly, different goals
they can satisfy. For example, an e-commerce recommender
system as found at Amazon.com has a large number of
heterogeneous items that can be recommended. Even within a
single category like books, such disparate categories as home
repair, romance novels, cooking, and children’s fantasy all
coexist in the database. A homogeneous recommendation
space means that content knowledge relative to the domain
will be easier to acquire and maintain. Consider a site that only
recommends digital cameras versus one that has all kinds of
electronics. The camera-only site would be able to invest in
content knowledge specific to photography.
Recommendation domains can be distinguished by the degree
of risk that a user incurs in accepting a recommendation. Risk
determines the user’s tolerance for false positives among the
recommendations. In some domains, false negatives may also
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be important if there is a cost or risk associated with not
considering some options. A high churn domain is one in
which items come and go rapidly. In such a domain, a
recommender system faces a continual stream of new items to
be integrated into its knowledge sources. This greatly
increases the sparsity of any kind of opinion data, as new
items will necessarily have been seen by very few users.
User preferences can also have varying degrees of duration.
For example, when one’s favorite basketball team is in a big
tournament, stories about it become highly preferred, but if
they are knocked out or when the tournament is over, the
user’s preferences will change.
Table 1.0 illustrates 10 different domains where
recommendation applications exist. High-risk domains
generally
considered
under
knowledge-based
recommendation. Scrutiny is also a good predictor of
knowledge-based recommendation. Heterogeneous domains
are handled largely with collaborative recommendation. Web
page recommendation looks a bit contradictory when we
consider high churn and preference instability, which would
seem to militate against collaborative methods. However,
database size can compensate for preference instability and
these recommenders collect large amounts of implicit
preference data in each session. It has been observed that the
recommender systems with social knowledge, requires high
heterogeneity.
I.

ANALYSIS OF DATA MINING METHODS FOR
RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS

Recommender Systems (RS) apply techniques and
methodologies of Data Mining (DM) for information
extraction such as Similarity measures, Sampling,
Dimensionality Reduction, Classification, Association-RuleMining (ARM) and Clustering. Similarity Measures is one of
the preferred approaches to collaborative filtering (CF)
recommenders is to use the kNN classifier. This classification
method is highly dependent on defining an appropriate
similarity or distance measures. Another technique of data
mining is sampling, it is used in DM for selecting a subset of
relevant data from a large data set. It is used both in the
preprocessing and final data interpretation steps.
Sampling may be used because processing the entire data set is
computationally too expensive. It can also be used to create
training and testing datasets. Dimension Reduction is a
another data mining technique which shows the notions of
density and distance between points, which are critical for
clustering and outlier detection, become less meaningful in
highly dimensional spaces. This is known as the Curse of
Dimensionality. Dimensionality reduction transforms the
original high-dimensional space into a lower-dimensionality.
There are two most relevant dimensionality reduction
algorithms in the context of RS such as Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).
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Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a classical statistical
method to find patterns in high dimensionality datasets [34].
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a powerful technique
for dimensionality reduction [35].
TABLE I.

RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS WITH DIFFERENT DOMAINS

Another technique of data mining is classification, it is a
mapping between a feature space and a label space, where
the features represent characteristics of the elements to
classify and the labels represent the classes. A restaurant
RS, for example, can be implemented by a classifier that
classifies restaurants into one of two categories (good, bad)
based on a number of features that describe it. There are
many types of classifiers, but in general we will talk about
either supervised or unsupervised classification. In
supervised classification, a set of labels or categories is
known in advance and we have a set of labeled examples
which constitute a training set. In unsupervised
classification, the labels or categories are unknown in
advance and the task is to suitably organize the elements at
hand.
The next technique of data mining for recommender systems
is clustering. It is a process that assigns items to groups so
that the items in the same groups are more similar than
items in different groups. The goal is to discover meaningful
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groups that exist in the data [62]. Similarity is determined
using a distance measure. The goal of a clustering algorithm
is to minimize intra-cluster distances while maximizing
inter-cluster distances. There are two main categories of
clustering algorithms such as, hierarchical and partitional.
Partitional clustering algorithms divide data items into nonoverlapping clusters such that each data item is in exactly
one cluster while Hierarchical clustering algorithms
successively cluster the items within found clusters,
producing a set of nested cluster organized as a hierarchical
tree. The k-means clustering and DBSCAN algorithm is a
partitional clustering. There is another semantic document
clustering technique, in which annotated pages will be
created semantically and these are grouped into clusters.
Such type of categorization is achieved by clustering the
web document based on semantic similarity between the
ontology terms that characterize them [63]. The other
technique of data mining is association rule mining. It finds
the rules that will predict the occurrence of an item based on
the occurrences of other items in a transaction.
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II.

SEP ARCHITECTURE FOR RECOMMENDER
SYSTEM

The proposed approach consists of an architectural
framework of Semantic Enhanced Personalizer (SEP) for
web personalization. This framework is consists of three
modules of recommendation such as, original
recommendation, semantic recommendation and categorybased recommendation. The original recommendation will
be based on context-based, collaborative based
recommendation methods. The semantic recommendation
will be performed using various data mining techniques
such as clustering, association-rule-mining, similarity
measures. In the category-based recommendation frequent
keyword based recommendation will be performed using
data mining techniques, which is shown in Fig. 1 given
below.

A. Original Recommendation
The original recommendation consists of two components of
recommendation such as context-based filtering and
collaborative-based filtering. In the context-based filtering,
recommendation of items will be based on extra contextual
information related to item provided by the user (item-based
recommendation) and the similarity of items will be
calculated using Pearson correlation coefficient. In this
process, the system first asks the user to provide context
information. The system does not expect the user to provide
the complete information. The system then asks the user to
type any free keywords. These keywords are first fed into
the query engine, which makes use of the context
information to narrow down the search results. The free
keywords are fed to the Synonym Finder engine. Thereafter,
different senses of the entered keywords will be return to the
user.

Figure 1. SEP Architecture

Here main objective is to find out the correct sense of the
keyword used. All the results of the query parser and
synonym finder senses are then shown to the user.
Simultaneously a web service call is made to the Web
Services to capture the reviews of the product shown to the
user earlier. The parser searches for these senses in the web
database. If a match is found then the results will be shown
in that category. The advantage of using this approach is
that it helps to cover the disadvantages of the User based
collaborative filtering engine like lack of user ratings, false
ratings etc and deliver accurate predictions to the users.
The next component of original recommendation is user
based collaborative filtering. In this component, similar
users will be calculated on the basis of numerical ratings of
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common items rated by the active users and other users of
the system using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. It is a
way to find out correlation or similarity between two or
more users.
B. Semantic Recommendation
In this approach, all URLs will be stored in database on the
basis of implicit feedback. That means if user satisfies the
condition for implicit feedback then URL of that page will
automatically stored in database. Thereafter Performance
Based Transposition Algorithm (PBTA) will be applied on
to this database to generate the frequent URLs. The PBTA
algorithm is improved version of Apriori algorithm [64].
Strong association rules, which satisfy the threshold value of
minimum support and minimum confidence, will be
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generated using PBTA. Then the larger labeled clusters of
similar and strong rules will be formed using Efficient
Semantic Clustering (ESC). The recommendation of items
will be based on to the implicit ratings. It means, if a page
visited by a user included in the ratings then this URL will
be matched to the Left-Hand-Side (LHS) portion of
association rule in the labeled cluster, if it matches then,
URLs present at the Right-Hand-Side (RHS) portion of
association rule will be recommended to the user.
C. Category-based Recommendation
In this component, all keywords of respective URL will be
stored in database on the basis of implicit ratings.
Thereafter, Performance Based Transposition Algorithm
(PBTA) will be applied on to this database to generate the
frequent keywords and strong association rules based on
these keywords. When user types the keywords in the query
box for searching the item, these keywords will be matched
with the Left-hand-Side portion of association rule. If these
keywords are matching with one or more rule, then all
URLs related to the keywords at the Right-hand–side
portion of rules will be recommended to the user. Rather
than searching for quality web pages, the users of this
system would be directly taken to quality web pages
matching their personal interests and preferences. The theme
behind the category-based recommendation is same as
semantic recommendation that incorporate the content and
usage data in the recommendation process.
The proposed approach delivers quality web pages as it is
not just dependent on the rating given by other users which
could be deceiving at times. This approach is very useful for
web page prediction.
The propose approach provides a solution of ColdStart(new-tem and new-user) using Context-based filtering.
The new-user problem arises with content-based systems. In
order to make accurate recommendations, the system must
first learn the user’s preferences from the ratings that the
user makes. The proposed approach has given the facility of
context-based recommendation. In which, additional
information related to item provided by the user in the query
box and recommendation of items will be based on
synonyms or metadata related the contextual information.
The other problem is new-item problem, in which new items
are added regularly to recommender systems. Collaborative
systems rely solely on users’ preferences to make
recommendations. Therefore, until the new item is rated by
a substantial number of users, the recommender system
would not be able to recommend it. The proposed approach
has given the facility of Context-based Recommendation in
which if new item is added with website, then this item will
be recommended on the basis of contextual information
provided by the user.
This system is also capable to recommend the items not yet
rated by any user. Therefore, it doesn’t suffer from the first
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rater problem. This system has also the support of
collaborative recommendation. Hence, the recommendation
of items based on the other user with similar taste liked in
the past.
This SEP is very interactive, intuitive and relatively simple
to implement. The SEP is very efficient because it does not
require costly training phases and it is little affected by
addition of users, items, ratings, which are typically
observed in large commercial applications. Besides the
original recommendation, the SEP also follows the concept
of Semantic Web. It is also capable of providing
recommendations for items in several domains such as,
Movies, Music, and Books etc.
III.

ALGORITHM FOR ORIGINAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Original
Recommendations
(USERS,
TYPE_OF_RECOMMENDATION)

RATINGS,

This algorithm consists of three parameters such as, USERS,
RATINGS, and TYPE_OF_RECOMMENDATION. The
first parameter USERS denotes the number of users. The
second parameter RATINGS denotes the ratings provided
by
the
users
on
items
and
TYPE_OF_
RECOMMENDATION denotes the filtering scheme of
recommendation select by the user.
BEGIN
1. Initialize the USERS and RATINGS with database.
2. Accept TYPE_OF_RECOMMENDATION from
the user.
3. IF
(TYPE_OF_RECOMMENDATION
=
Collaborative_based_filtering) THEN
a. Reduce the ratings for any product
between zero and one and generate the
user v/s product ratings and calculate the
similar users to active users.
b. Apply fuzzy logic to generate user-user
similarity matrix or item to item similarity
matrix
using
Pearson
Correlation
Coefficient.
c. Calculate the similarity of active user with
other user and product liked by similar
users (similarity should be more than
equals to threshold value) will be
recommended to the active user.
ELSE
IF(TYPE_OF_RECOMMENDATION=
Context_based_filtering ) THEN
a. Contextual information and keywords
related to particular product will be taken
as input by the active user.
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d.
e.

f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Keywords with contextual information
will be input to the query engine.
Free keywords are loaded in the Synonym
Finder Engine to find the different senses
of entered keywords.
Synonym Finder shows all the senses of
keywords on to the user screen.
User will select the correct sense of
keyword.
Correct value of sense will be taken as
input in the query parser.
Parser searches these senses in database of
products.
If a match found then the required product
will be recommended to the user.

URL-L`), i.e., small, medium, large. These URLs
point to the Amazon web site.
3.

BX-Book-Ratings: This table contains the book
rating information. Ratings (`Book-Rating`) are
either explicit or implcit, expressed on a scale from
1-10 (higher values denoting higher appreciation),
or implicit, expressed by 0.

The experimental work is described in subsequent
paragraphs.
Firstly, User registers himself as a new user in SEP; various
categories of books will be filled as choice tags along with
all details are filled by the users as shown in Fig. 2.

ENDIF
END
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The proposed SEP architecture consists of three modules
such
as,
Original
Recommendation,
Semantic
Recommendation and Category-based Recommendation. In
the first module i.e., Original Recommendations,
Collaborative and Context based filtering has been
implemented through extensive experiments. All the
experiments are performed on 2.13 Ghz Intel Pentium
(P6200) Laptop machine with 3 GB main memory and
Windows-XP operating system using Bookcross dataset.
The dataset is described in following paragraphs.
This dataset is collected by Cai-Nicolas Ziegler in a 4-week
crawl (August / September 2004) from the Book-Crossing
community with kind permission from Ron Hornbaker,
CTO of Humankind Systems. Contains 278,858 users
(anonymized but with demographic information) providing
1,149,780 ratings (explicit / implicit) about 271,379 books
[65]. The Book-Crossing dataset comprises 3 tables.
1.

BX-Users: This table contains the users and all user
IDs (`User-ID`) have been anonymized and map to
integers. Demographic data is provided
(`Location`, `Age`) if available. Otherwise, these
fields contain NULL-values.

2.

BX-Books: This table consists of details of books.
Books are identified by their respective ISBN.
Invalid ISBNs have already been removed from the
dataset. Moreover, some content-based information
is given (`Book-Title`, `Book-Author`, `Year-OfPublication`, `Publisher`), obtained from Amazon
Web Services. In the case of several authors, only
the first Author is provided. URLs linking to cover
images are also given, appearing in three different
flavors (`Image-URL-S`, `Image-URL-M`, `Image-

Figure 2. User registration page

There will be three categories of users are shown such as,
Random Surfer, Information Seeking Visitor, Topic
Oriented visitor as shown in Fig. 3 after successful login
process. The user has to select Random Surfer with user
name and password for original recommendation,
Information Seeking Visitor for semantic recommendation
and Topic Oriented Visitor for category-based
recommendation.

Figure 3. User login screen with three categories of users
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There are two options i.e. context based filtering and
collaborative based filtering is shown in Fig. 4 with
necessary details of the user with his history of previous
purchase books. All the books are shown with percentage of
similarity in descending order and average rating after the
selection of collaborative filtering option. This similarity
will be calculated on the basis of ratings given by other
similar users as shown in Fig. 5. This similarity of users will
be calculated using Pearson-Correlation coefficient.
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Figure 7. Results of top rated books with collaborative filtering on the
basis of highest average ratings given by the user
Figure 4. Categories of recommendation with user details

If the user selects the context based filtering option, than the
user should provide any contextual information and
keyword related to the books. As the user types the
contextual information and keywords in the query box, the
synonyms of particular keywords will be display on the
webpage using synonym web service [66]. The user will
select an appropriate synonym and click on search button.
All the relevant books related to synonym and contextual
information will be display according to item-based
similarity in descending order as shown in Fig. 8.
V.

Figure 5. Results of collaborative filtering with similarity and average
ratings according to his/her choice tags

The Top- 10 recommended books will be shown in Fig. 6
after the selection of recommended book option. These
recommendations will be according to the similar user’s
choices to the active user on the basis of similarity value in
decreasing order and average rating on each book using
Pearson Correlation Coefficient.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

All existing recommender systems employ one or more of a
handful of basic techniques such as content-based,
collaborative, demographic, utility-based and knowledgebased etc. A survey of these techniques shows that they
have complementary advantages and disadvantages.
Recommender systems made a significant progress over the
last decade when numerous content-based, collaborative and
hybrid methods were proposed and several industrialstrength systems have been developed. In this paper, we
reviewed various limitations of the current recommendation
methods and discussed possible extensions that can provide
better recommendation capabilities.

Figure 6. Results of recommended books with collaborative filtering on the
basis of similar user’s profile

The Top-Rated books will be display according to the
average ratings in descending order as shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 8. Results of recommended books with context-based filtering on
the basis of contextual information and keywords

With these limitations, we proposed an architectural
framework of SEP for recommendation of items. This
framework overcomes the problem of Cold-Start
problem(new-user, new-items) and sparsity because in this
framework context-based, collaborative-based, semantic
recommendation and category-based recommendation
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technique has been added. We have implemented the first
component of this framework i.e. original recommendation.
This recommendation consists of context-based and
collaborative based recommendation. We have shown the
results of these recommendations through extensive
experiments. The proposed approach will be helpful to
generate useful, trustful product recommendation.

[19]

[20]

[21]

In the future work, the other two modules of SEP i.e.
semantic
recommendation
and
category-based
recommendation will be developed and importance of these
recommendations techniques will be shown through various
experiments.

[22]

[23]
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